
 

 

Forschen für die Umwelt 
 

The Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ is a research institution within the 
Helmholtz Association. It provides scientific contributions to the safeguarding of the natural basis of 
life and of human development potentialities for current and future generations under the challenges 
of global and climate change. In this way the UFZ contributes towards a sustainable development. 

The Department of Ecological Modelling invites applications for 
 
one Research Scientist position (m/f, full time) 
three Research Scientist or PhD - positions (m/f, half time) 
 
within the framework of an “European Research Council  Advanced Researcher Grant” for the project “Towards a Unified 
Spatial Theory of Biodiversity ”. The positions will start earliest on 1st February 2010 and the candidates will be recruited for 
three years. 
 
Objective: The objective of the ERC project is to understand the relative importance of processes and factors that govern 
the composition and dynamics of species-rich communities. The project relies on data sets of large mega-plots of tropical 
forests and forest simulation models. Important parts of the project are quantification of the highly complex spatial structures 
found in these forests and their comparison with the output of forest simulation models. 
 
A) 1/2 Research Scientist position 
will focus on process- and individual-based dynamic models for forests. Expertise in dynamic simulation models and 
excellent programming capabilities are required. 
 
B) 1/2 Research Scientist position 
will focus on highly aggregated vegetation modelling approaches based on Markov chains and cellular automata (Hubbell – 
approach). Expertise in dynamic modelling and excellent programming capabilities are required. 
 
C) 1/2 Research Scientist position 
will focus on quantification of complex spatial patterns and their relationship with species properties. A strong background in 
statistics and willingness to learn methods of spatial point pattern analysis and point process modelling are required.  
 
D) Research Scientist position 
The successful candidate will coordinate the spatial pattern analysis part of the ERC project and conduct challenging spatial 
analyses. A strong background in spatial statistics and point process modelling, and a strong international publication 
record are required.  
 
Requirements: We are seeking for ambitious, highly motivated and team oriented scientists with keen interests in 
interdisciplinary research and conceptual issues in ecology. Applicants should have a degree and a solid background in 
Physics, Ecology or Applied Mathematics (or a related discipline), knowledge of a modern programming language (e.g. 
Pascal, C++) and good skills in English (speaking and writing). Experience in ecological modelling is beneficial. Positions A, 
B, and C can be used for obtaining a PhD degree.  
 
The place of work is Leipzig, Germany.  
 
Salary for positions A-C will be according to the appropriate civil service level (TVöD), Entgeltgruppe 13 (50%) and for 
position D according to the personal preconditions up to Entgeltgruppe 14. 
 
Women are explicitly encouraged to apply to increase their share in science and research. 
Physically handicapped persons will be favored if they are equally qualified. 
 
For more detailed information, please, contact:  
Positions A, B: Dr. habil. Andreas Huth, Phone: ++49/341/235-1719; andeas.huth@ufz.de 
Positions C, D: Dr. habil. Thorsten Wiegand, Phone: ++49/341/235-1714; thorsten.wiegand@ufz.de 
http://www.thorsten-wiegand.de/towi_ERC.html 
 
Please send your complete application documents until 31.12.2009 under the code digit 101/2009 to the personnel 
department, P.O. Box 500136, D-04301 Leipzig, Germany or by E-Mail to application@ufz.de. Applications are taken until 
the position is filled. 


